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Abst rac t
An adaptive stabi l izer for the class of SISO minimum
phase systems with known sign is introduced. I t  extends
the work of Willems and Byrnes but uses a 'threshold'
based piccewise constant gain adaptation. This provides
an exponential decaying state and moreover the set of
thresholds which stabilize the terminal system expo.
nentially are dense.
1 Introduction
In recent years attention has been focussed on non iden-
tifier based adaptive stabilization of SISO linear sys-
tems of the form
i ( r )  =  Ax ( t )  +  bu ( t ) ,  v ( t )  -  cx ( t ) , u  (0 )  e  rR"  ( t . l )
where the state space dimension n is unknown, it is only
assumed that the sign(cb) is known and the system is
minimum phase, i.e.
(i) The transfer function has no zeros in e +.(i i) (Ä, ö, c) is stabil izable and detectable.
The simplest adaptive controller for this class of sys-
tems is due to Willems and Byrnes [5] and is based on
the idea that the time-varying parameter t(t) in the
output feedback
u(t )  = -  sen(cö)ß( t )y( t )  (1.2)
finds the appropriate gain Ievel by adapting t(.) via the
evolution law
L1t1 = y1ty2, a(o) = 16 
€ 
rR. (1.3)
For every initial data es, ß6 the closed loop sys-
tem (i.1)-(1.3) guarantees that l iml**r(t) = 0 and
l iml*- t ( t )  = ßm exis ts .
Based on these ideas, in Section 2 we present an adap-
tive stabil izer which uses a piecewise constant gain ß(.)
adjusted via a sequence ofthresholds. This provides the
bonus ofexponential decaying ofthe state. However the
terminal system i : IA - k*bc)x, is not necessarily sta-
ble. In Section 3 we show that for every fixed initial
condition rs the sequences of thresholds which lead to
an exponentially stable terminal system are dense.
2 Exponential decaying of the state
Proposition 2.1: Let {7l.}ienr C IR+ be a sequence
of 'thresholds' which satisfies irie w {4.+, - l} > 0.
Then the adaptive controller
ü(r )  = - , t ( t )y( t )  )
i ( t) = v(t)2, s(0) = ", l  (z.r)
t ( t )  = T,  for  s( t )  e  [?,1,1]+r)  )
1 - f ^ l
; v ( t ) "  <  M +  M I  v (s ) "ds*cö  /  u (s )y (s )ds  (2 .2 )
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applied to any minirnum phase system of the form (l. l)
with cö ) 0 yiclds a closed loop system with
( i )  The solut ion ( r ,  s)  of  (1.1) , (2.1)  ex is ts  for  a l l  I  )  0 .
(ii) r(r) tcnds to zero exponentially.
( i i i )  I iml*-s( t )  -  s-  ex is ts .
( iv)  Forsomej  
€ 
IN and t '  )  0 ,  t ( t )  = !  for  a l l  t  > t ' .
Proof: (a) Since the right hand side of the closed
loop systcm is discontinuous in r existence and unique.
ness of the solution as well as finite escape time has to
be clarified. This can be done similar to [1] and con-
sidering the following steps on finite intervals first. We
omit it for brevity and assume that (c, s) exists on IR^1 .
(b) It has been proved in [2] that the minimum
phase property implies the inequality
l s  t g
for some M : M(ro) > 0 and all t ) ts, to ) 0.
Inserting the feedbackrinto (2.2) Vields
l ^ f -)  v$)2 < M + |  lM -cöt(s) ly(s)2ds. (2.3)2 " "  I
io
If ß(.) d l- then y(-) 4 Lz and the right hand side of
(2.3) goes to -oo as t tends to oo. This contradicts the
positivity of the left hand side and proves boundedness
of  t ( t ) .
(.) t(.) E I- yields v(.) € Lz and a well know
argument gives l iml*- z(t) = 0, see [5]. This proves
( i i i )  and ( iv) .
(d) Using the notation of (iv) it follows that r(t)
satisfies
;(t) = IA -Tibc]x(t) , for all t > t ' .
Since the terminal system is linear time-invariant and
detectable, every mode which is not exponentially sta-
ble would contradict the boundedness of s(.). Therefore
( i i )  is  proved.  o
Remark 2.2:
(i) In case of unknown sign of the high frequency gain
cö the same result holds true if the control strategy is
modified by using the concept of switching functions
due to Nussbaum [4], see also [5].
(i i) Proposition 2.1 can be extended to the class of
adaptive controllers which use piecewise constant gain
adaptation. The essential ingredient is that after a finite
time the closed loop system i = IA - kbc]x is a time-
invariant l inear systern.
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3 Exponential stability of the terrninal eyetem
In Section 2 we have shown that the adaptive etabilizer
(2.1) ensures an exponential decaying state trajectory
corresponding to the init ial condition rs 
€ 
IR'. How-
ever the terminal syslem i = lA - T;bclx must not be
exponentially stable, the trajectory may lie in a stable
subspace.
In this section we shall show that for each fixed initial
condition ro 
€ 
IR" the set of thresholds which achieve
an exponentially stable terminal system is dense in the
set of all admissible thresholds.
Proposition 3.1: Under the assumptions of Propo-
sition 2.1 for every fixed system (1.1) and every c >
0 there ex is ts  an N 
€ 
IN and T{ , . . . ,Tk such that
l?-: - 4l ( e for all i e N and the awitching se-
quence Ti,. ..,7   'y,Tw+t, . . . used for the adaptive sta-
bilizer yields an exponentially stable terminal sy6üem,
i . e .  a ( A - : f ' * b c ) C  C - .  x .  r  0 ,  G , A )  " b " " " " t : ( c
Proof: Using the notation
A r : = A - ( , t + e ) ö c
p6 (s )  :=  de t ( s l ^  -  A r ) ,  z ( s )  : :  c .ad j ( s l ^  -  A ) .b
it follows that




We proceed in several steps.
(a) ÄlI eigenvalues of ,4. in eI ar" moving if c
moves. Suppoee the contrary, i. e. for some cg 
€ 
e;
^{"."i.V= ps(ss).+.ez(ss) locally.in e aro-und 0.'I'hrs 
rs not possible since z(ss) I 0 bV the minimum
phase assumption.
(b) For every 6' ) 0 there exists e 
€ [0,e') such
that ,,4., has distinct eigenvalues i" e *. Suppose this is
not the case. Then pr(s) has eigenvalues of multiplicity
I ) 2 for all e 
€ [0, e r), er ) 0. Therefore
pc(s)  = (s  -  Ä(e)) rq. (c)  for  a l l  6  
€ [0,61)
and in particular it follows from (3.1) that for s - f(e)
p, (s)  -  (s  -  ) (0)) tqs(s)  *  ez(s)  = Q
where qo(l) I 0 in [0, er). Differentiation w.r.t. s yields
also L )(t)
p l ( ' )  = l (s-Ä(0)) t t -1)qs(s)+(s- , \ (0)) tq[ (s)+ez,(s)  -  0
Using z(,\(e)) I 0 an algebraic manipulation gives for
s = l (e)
(s- . \ (0) ) t ' - r ) . r t r ,1" ;  :  O for  6  
€ [0 ,€r) ,
where
/(s)  := lqs(s)z(s)  + ( ' - . \ (0)Xq6(6)z(s)  -  qs(s)2, (s) l
Continuity of Ä(c) yields thar /(") is uniformly
bounded away from 0 for e1 sufficiently small. Therefore
)(c) = l(0), which is impossible by (a).
(c) Suppose ,46 has distinct eigenvalues and for some
61 ) 0, a(e)A, = l(c)u(e) for ) continuous in c 
€
[0, cr). Then there exists an cz 
€ 
(0, e1) such that
a(e)z l0  for  a l l  e  € (0,e2) .
To prove this, it ie sufficient to prove the etatement
for a single a since the unstable subspace ie finite di-
mensional. Note that the eigenvectors depend locally
analytically on e. Therefore it remains to coneider the
case
u(e)x t ' 0 for all e € [0,e3) for some €3 ) 0
f  I / . \ -  t  - 1
This implies that | 
"t"r^ "c 
i I is singular whence
L  L  V J
I  t / . I -  a  n 1
d e t l  
" t " t ^  
i  |  = 0 f o r a l l e e [ 0 , e 3 ) . B y ( a ) , ] ( e )
I  c  u l  
I  t  .  
, l
is  not  constant .  So we have det l  su-  a I  I  = O(  , t  L  c  u l
on C. But this condratics detectability as the initial
state e(0) = z for the system i = Ax,!=Cz has zero
output.
(d) Now we are able to prove the proposition. Sup-
pose we apply the controller (2.1) and the last switch
occurs f.or ? 11 at time t - tn.If the terminal system
is not stable replace Tu by Tu * e according to (b) so
that the eigenvalues are seperate. Next (c) can be ap-
plied to replace Tu by Tu * e * e' to ensure non-zero
projection of e(ty) into the unstable eigensubspace of
A-{T*r +e+e')öc. Repeating this change finitely many
times yields exponentially stability of the terminal sys-
tem. This proves the proposition. O
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